polarizability. By symmetry, this modulation should arise if the driving electromagnetic wave contains an electric-field component along the Ti-O bond. Consequently, it is only observed with a p-polarized probe beam. For the s-polarized case, the SHG response arises mainly from the PbSe quantum dots, and the coherent phonon mode at 70 cm −1 dominates. We take the coherent surface phonon attributed to TiO 2 as further evidence for hot-electron transfer. Such vibrations can be excited when electric fields near the surface are activated by optical pulses shorter than the vibrational period (33). Electron transfer across the PbSe-TiO 2 interface within the 50-fs width of the excitation pulse establishes an interfacial electric field faster than the characteristic response time of the surface atoms. These atoms subsequently find themselves in a vibrationally excited state of the new electric-field-induced minimum energy surface configuration. Time-domain fitting of an appropriate model function to the data in Fig. 4A (see fig. S11 ) reveals that the initial phase of this vibration is a cosine, consistent with a displacive excitation mechanism (see SOM text 3). The phase coherence of these collective motions is then lost over time because of elastic and inelastic scattering with bulk phonons.
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These results indicate that hot-electron transfer from semiconductor nanocrystals to a technologically relevant electron acceptor is possible. This effect is expected to be of general relevance to other semiconductor nanocrystals and electron and hole conductors, provided the hot electrons and holes possess sufficiently long lifetimes and the interfaces are properly controlled to enable ultrafast charge transfer. Moreover, if hot-electron (hole) transfer can be controlled to occur in very narrow energy windows to also minimize loss in the electron (hole) conductor, the highly efficient hot-carrier solar cell may be realized. Triplet energy transfer (TT), a key process in molecular and organic electronics, generally occurs by either strongly distance-dependent single-step tunneling or weakly distance-dependent multistep hopping. We have synthesized a series of p-stacked molecules consisting of a benzophenone donor, one to three fluorene bridges, and a naphthalene acceptor, and studied the rate of TT from benzophenone to naphthalene across the fluorene bridge using femtosecond transient absorption spectroscopy. We show that the dominant TT mechanism switches from tunneling to wire-like hopping between bridge lengths 1 and 2. The crossover observed for TT can be determined by direct observation of the bridge-occupied state.
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T he rapid and efficient transport of energy and charge over tens to hundreds of nanometers in molecules underlies the performance of devices such as organic photovoltaics, thin-film transistors, and light-emitting diodes. Charge and energy transport is also crucial to many biological processes, such as longdistance electron transfer in proteins (1) and the quenching of triplets in the bacterial photosynthetic reaction center by energy transfer cascades. ( 2) The study of charge transfer (CT) and triplet energy transfer (TT) in donor-bridgeacceptor (D-B-A) systems has demonstrated two general transport mechanisms-strongly distancedependent single-step tunneling and weakly distance-dependent multistep hopping, which is also known as wire-like transport (3). Optimizing TT efficiency is particularly important for improving organic and polymer light-emitting diode (OLED/PLED) performance, because injection of charge into the active layer of these devices generally leads to a 3:1 ratio of triplet to singlet excitons through spin statistics (4, 5) , although the singlet exciton population may be higher in p-conjugated polymers (6) . TT in PLEDs occurs both within and between chains (7), so that transport through noncovalent pstacked molecules is important.
A major goal is to design molecules that exhibit multistep hopping in which charge or energy moves from a donor to the bridge and then later to the acceptor. Several CT studies have shown a crossover from tunneling to hopping as the bridge length increased, which has shed light on the interplay between electronic coupling and D-B and B-A energy matching necessary for rapid charge transfer (8) (9) (10) (11) . Because the oxidized/reduced bridge molecules are generally poor chromophores (12) , the crossover in mechanism has been deduced from a "kink" in plots of the transfer rate versus D-A distance or from a delay between the appearance of D + and the appearance of A -, as opposed to direct spectroscopic measurements of the bridge-occupied state. Although synthetic analogs of the triplet energy cascades found in nature have been prepared (13, 14) , a switch in TT mechanism as a function of bridge length has not yet been demonstrated.
We present direct evidence for a change in mechanism from single-step tunneling to multistep hopping for TT determined by spectroscopic detection of the bridge-occupied state. As our D-B-A system, we have synthesized molecules with a benzophenone triplet energy donor (Bp), polyfluorene bridges (F n , where n = 1 to 3), and a naphthalene acceptor (Nap) (Fig. 1A) . These are constrained to a p-stacked geometry through methylene linkers. The cofacially arrayed polyfluorene bridges have been shown by 1 H NMR (nuclear magnetic resonance) spectroscopy to remain p-stacked in solution, and single-crystal x-ray crystallography has shown that the fluorenes are separated by~3.0 Å at their closest contact (15) . All of the molecules we report have been fully characterized by NMR and highresolution mass spectrometry, and the structure of a representative triad was also confirmed by x-ray crystallography (Fig. 1B) . Synthetic details are given in the supporting online material (16) .
The triplet energy levels of Bp, F n , and Nap (Fig. 1C) were determined from phosphorescence spectroscopy and Configuration Interaction Singles (CIS) calculations (16 Nap (2.6 eV). The 3 F n energy was independent of the number of fluorenes, indicating weak coupling between the fluorene monomers and a lack of triplet delocalization. In contrast, the triplet energy level of linearly conjugated oligofluorene decreases from 2.86 to 2.25 eV as the length increases from one to three monomers because of increased delocalization of the wave function (17) .
We monitored TT using femtosecond transient absorption spectroscopy. A 150-fs, 350-nm laser pulse selectively excited Bp, and transient spectra were measured with a white-light continuum probe pulse. The total instrument response function was 180 fs. The three-dimensional (3D) transient absorption spectra for each molecule are shown in Fig. 2 . The initially created 1* Bp state absorbed at 580 nm (18) and was converted by intersystem crossing to 3 Bp, which absorbed at 535 nm. In the Bp-F n model compounds, the triplet energy then transferred from 3 Bp to the F n bridge, as revealed by the absorptive feature at 400 nm for all molecules and an additional peak at~585 nm for F 2 and F 3 . The lack of 585-nm absorption in 3 F 1 is consistent with the T 1 → T n spectra of linearly conjugated fluorenes, which show only a 385-nm peak for one fluorene but an additional 690-nm peak for longer oligomers (17) .
Because overlapping spectral features are present, we determined the intersystem crossing time constant t isc ( F n ) using a global fitting routine that incorporates a sequential kinetic model. The global fits of the Bp-F n transient spectra (Fig. 2 , A to C) gave t isc = 6 ps and t inj = 156, 119, and 104 ps for Bp-F 1 , Bp-F 2 , and Bp-F 3 , respectively (19) . The value of t isc is constant for all molecules studied and will be ignored for the remainder of the discussion, as it is much faster than all other processes studied. Also we report time constants instead of rate constants (t = 1/k) except in rate equations. In each of these fits, spectral and kinetic slices of the reconstructed data are nearly superimposable with the corresponding slices of the experimental data.
The rate of TT may be roughly described in the nonadiabatic, high-temperature Marcus formalism (20-24)
where DG°is the free energy change, c is the reorganization energy arising from Huang-Rhys factors associated with excitation transfer (22) , and V is the electronic coupling between D and A, which depends on orbital overlap and therefore scales exponentially with distance. This scaling is influenced by the intervening medium and is characterized by a factor b such that k º exp(-b*R DA ), where R DA is the donor-acceptor distance. The Fig. 2 . Transient absorption spectra of Bp-F n (A to C) and Bp-F n -Nap (D to F). White ovals identify absorption due to the 3 F n bridge-occupied state. (C) Energy level diagram of Bp-F n -Nap showing two mechanisms of TT: single-step tunneling from Bp to Nap, or multistep hopping consisting of injection onto the F n bridge followed by trapping by Nap. The triplet energy of the F n bridges is independent of n to within 0.02 eV.
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on July 22, 2010 www.sciencemag.org length dependence of t inj cannot be explained by differences in DG°or c, because the bridge energies are nearly degenerate. Instead, we postulate that the Bp triplet can tunnel to any of the n bridge sites (i.e., to site 1 or 2 for Bp-F 2 ), with the observed rate for Bp-F 2 and Bp-F 3 being the sum of the two or three individual rates. As discussed in the supporting online text (16) . This is smaller than might be expected for a p-stacked system, although it is within the range observed for TT across conjugated bridges (25) (26) (27) (28) . We suspect that this low b value is due to the compressed p stack that leads to strong electronic coupling between the different sites; a similar effect has been seen for charge transfer through a benzene stack (29) .
The transient spectrum of the Bp-F 1 -Nap donor-bridge-acceptor molecule (Fig. 2D) Nap process using the two-step model described above and obtained a total TT time t tot (   3   Bp→   3 Nap) of 62 ps, again with excellent agreement between the experimental and reconstructed data. This time is surprising, because it is much faster than the 156 ps triplet injection time for Bp-F 1 . Full TT must occur at least partially through a single-step tunneling mechanism, and the observed rate k tot will be the sum of the rates of hopping and tunneling processes (k tot = k tun + k hop ). Because there was no evidence for buildup of triplet on the F 1 bridge, we can assume that in Bp-F 1 -Nap, the trapping rate k trap was much faster than k inj , and thus k hop ≈ k inj . Using t hop = 156 ps and t tot = 62 ps, we calculated a tunneling time t tun of 104 ps, which results in quantum yields of 60% for single-step tunneling and 40% for hopping. The relative free energy changes of the two processes causes direct tunneling from Bp to Nap to be faster than triplet injection onto F 1. A straightforward application of Marcus theory can be used to explain this result (16) .
Unlike the transient spectra of Bp-F 1 -Nap, those of Bp-F 2 -Nap and Bp-F 3 -Nap could not be fit well using a two-step Fig. 3A for Bp-F 2 -Nap. Absorption from 400 to 420 nm is also underrepresented in the fit. Inspection of the average residual (data minus fit) from 50 to 200 ps shows a strong resemblance to the 3 F 2 spectrum seen at long times in the transient absorption of Bp-F 2 , with peaks at 585 and~400 nm (Fig.  3B) (Fig. 3C) . Trapping times t trap for the 3 F n → 3 Nap process were fit as 74 ps and 179 ps for Bp-F 2 -Nap and Bp-F 3 -Nap, respectively. The slower trapping time for Bp-F 3 -Nap is consistent with the qualitative observation that the 3 F n features at 400 and 585 nm are more prominent in its transient spectra because of a higher population of the bridge-occupied state. Because triplet injection preferentially populates the bridge sites closest to Bp, adding more sites necessarily slows t trap , either because the triplet takes time to migrate along the bridge or because direct trapping from the distant bridge site is slow. Although we have modeled the 3 F n → 3 Nap step as a simple rate process that depends on a single rate constant and the total population of all bridge sites, in reality this step is certainly more complex. Given the lack of information on the exact location of the triplet within the F n bridge, we feel this is a reasonable approximation.
Finally, we constructed a plot showing the evolution of the total, hopping, and tunneling rates as a function of bridge length to illustrate the crossover between tunneling-dominated behavior and hopping-dominated behavior. Given the rates measured above, along with the calculated b value of 0.36Ǻ
, we estimate tunneling times t tun for Bp-F 2 -Nap and Bp-F 3 -Nap as 310 and 900 ps, respectively. We calculate phenomenological hopping and total rates k hop and k tot by simulating the 3 Nap population as a function of time and fitting it to a single-exponential rise. For k hop we omit the direct 3 Bp→ 3 Nap pathway, whereas for k tot all pathways are included. Figure  4 shows the microscopic k tun , k inj , and k trap and phenomenological k hop and k tot rates as a function of Bp-Nap distance and number of fluorenes n.
The crossover between tunneling and hopping as the dominant mechanism occurs between n = 1 and 2, where the percentage of population transferred by single-step tunneling drops from 60% to 28%. Two factors influence this crossover. The primary cause is the steep drop in k tun that results from the exponential distance dependence of orbital overlap. In addition, k inj rises because of the addition of a second bridge site to which the energy can transfer. Because k trap falls more sharply than k inj rises, the net hopping rate k hop decreases slightly. At n = 3, the trapping rate becomes rate-limiting for k hop . At this distance k tot is further dominated by k hop , with 90% of the TT going through the hopping pathway.
Our direct study of the crossover between single-step tunneling and multistep hopping as the bridge length increases shows that while the bridge is energetically accessible in all cases, Fig. 4 . Triplet energy transfer rates (k = 1/t) as a function of Bp-Nap distance. Single-step tunneling dominates for n = 1, whereas multistep hopping dominates for n = 2 or 3. Error bars are the standard deviation of three measurements (16). tunneling is preferred for the shortest bridge length because of the large free-energy change between D and A. At longer distances, the poor scaling of direct tunneling favors a stepwise mechanism. Triplet energy transfer through p-stacked molecules is common in organic light-emitting diodes, and this intermediate regime between the strong distance dependence of tunneling and weak distance dependence of hopping may prove useful in understanding and designing energy transfer pathways in such devices.
